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100 Gecs, 1000 GecsCourtesy from Dog Show Records100 gecs is an incredibly special band and you know it with the second money machine starts. Hey, are you a lil' baby urine/ Do you think you're so damn cool? Yes? / Do you think you're so fucking cool? You say a lot of great game for someone with such a small truck, Laura Forest spits on the overwhelming amount of distortion. If there's one song
that can explain the gecs (no, but hey, let's pretend), it's a one-loud and obscure track that cares wildly between the top 10s club rap, chewing gum, and a sharp noise. Every time bass hits, it will make your bones rattle (good thing, we promise)-G.C.Saweetie, ICYCourtesy icy/Artistry Records/Warner RecordsSaweetie, My Type Saweetie's My Type is one of the most ubiquitous hip-hop songs of 2019, and
rightly so. A carefree banger that samples of Pete Pablo's hit, My Type is practically built to wedge into your head. Saweetheart america (sorry) is quickly commandeering the lane for itself in a very crowded genre; All we can do is drift behind it.-L.L.DaBaby, KirkCourtesy of South Coast Music GroupDaBaby, BOPTam has absolutely no subtlety in how DaBaby raps. Every bar from him feels breathless as he
raps as hard as he can 10000% of the time. It's not for a sense of urgency or anything though; No, BOP is the sound of someone who is completely confident that they are the best in the game right now.-G.C.In era when streaming is king, it's hard to know which albums are worth your time. We've got your back. As an ugly 2020 gestrud on, the music continues to figure out how to exist in completely
uncharted territory. From Meg Thi stallion Flo Milli, women drop music that requires attention and respect, as they own their sexuality and find pleasure at a time when it seems impossible. Here we round out the hottest tracks of 2020, from the sultry simplicity from Liv.e's debut album to the heavy traffic jams at the stadium through Dua Lipa and Jessie Ware. Weak flo Milli This content is imported from
YouTube. You can find the same content in a different format, or you may be able to find more information on your website. On Weak, Flo Milli rolls through the pros and cons of hitting up past and present flames as it simultaneously evades the texts of unwanted registry members. It's a satisfying display of sexual property that features Flo Milli skipping frankly over a melodic beat as she repeats the bad
bitch status, which she originally presented the main with her breakout single, Beef FloMix. Buy a song What is your pleasure? Jesse Ware This content is imported from YouTube. You can find the same content in a different format, or you may be able to find more information on your website. Jesse Ware what's your pleasure? was one of the few projects that opened a new wave of disco energy in 2020.
The title track of the record is infused cut that sounds like It is supposed to roar through the rink, with Ware centering himself as the queen and the master of the dance floor. Here together, what's your pleasure? She's purring. Buy the song White Tee Summer Walker Featuring NO1-NOAH This content is imported from YouTube. You can find the same content in a different format, or you may be able to find
more information on your website. In something of a surprise left turn from her usual ethereal, stripped-down RBC cuts, Summer Walker comes across with a spoken word, a half-sung/semi-rap verse on White Tee, a sultry cut from her life on Earth EP. The White Tee is too sensual as it uses the metaphorical benefits of a beloved white tee. Buy the song Savage Remix by Megan You Stallion Featuring
Beyonce This content is imported from YouTube. You can find the same content in a different format, or you may be able to find more information on your website. Two undisputed queens of Texas have calmed the imagination of every fan in 2020 by tying. In the coronation ceremony, Beyonce symbolically passes the pop culture icon to Meg's torch as she jumps on the verse of the already smouldering
single Savage. Buy the song Physical Dua Lipa This content is imported from YouTube. You can find the same content in a different format, or you may be able to find more information on your website. Dua Lipa taps into a sweaty, headband-filled aesthetic and 80s sound on Physical. Following the example of The Weeknd and other artists who leaned into the synth-ridden corners of the pop past, The
Physical is imbued with allusions to the relentless pursuit of a high pulse. Buy the song Watch Arch Featuring Shygirl This content is imported from YouTube. You can find the same content in a different format, or you may be able to find more information on your website. With an overwhelming wave of vocal distortions paired with lyrics that tout unfazed self-affirmation, the British garage rapper and the
fascinating up-and-wanting Shygirl warns of the plight of getting with a bad bitch on the Watch. The track finds Arch and Shygirl carelessly flowing through a deranged house beat as the pair demonstrate their inherent chaos. Buy you the One Fish in the Sea from Liv.e This content is imported from YouTube. You can find the same content in a different format, or you may be able to find more information on
your website. Liv.e's debut project, Couldn't Wait to Tell You, is an atmospheric curveball trip, gently gliding through regional soul, jazz, and RCB influences that have been pressed and distorted through her signature Lo-Fi pressure cooker. You're the One Fish in the Sea is one of the album's less abstract reflections, as Liv.e clearly embraces her confidence in someone's stamina. Buy the song TKN
Rosalia feat. Travis Scott This content is imported from YouTube. You may be able to find the same content in a different format, or you be able to find more information on their web Complemented by the inevitable TikTok dance, TKN is a sultry exchange between the two heaviest attackers of the year. Rosalia nabs her own copycat credit on a track that finds her deeply leaning on the reggaeton sound,
probably in part by another track producer and Puerto Rican reggaeton pioneer, DJ Nelson (along with frequent collaborator El Guincho). The cut even finds Travis Scott rapping a few bars of his own in Spanish. Buy the song WAP Cardi B Featuring Megan You Stallion This content is imported from YouTube. You can find the same content in a different format, or you may be able to find more information on
your website. Two leading ladies in rap-trade poems in this explicit collab, which began as a discourse about female sexuality and a viral TikTok dance with high legs and splits. Cardi doesn't skimp on X-rated details, and the stallion doesn't hold back on her implicit rhymes. Does the bombastic track deserve a spot on your get it on the playlist? It's behind you. But does it make you feel sexually empowered
as hell? Of course. Buy SongListen on all the songs below and follow Harper's BAZAAR on Spotify. Make sure that this content is imported from third parties. This content is created and supported by a third party and is imported to this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content on the piano.io The modern standard-sized piano
has 88 keys, which is 88 notes and covers a range of seven octaves plus a minor third. Several pianos are specially made with a wide range of bass, such as Imperial Bosendorfer, which has 97 keys and covers a number of eight full octaves. The range of piano has grown throughout history. Mozart's piano of the day had a range of only five octaves, or 60 keys. By 1810, the piano had reached a range of
six octaves, or 72 keys. Several later works by Beethoven were written using this extended range. By the late 1800s, the 88-key keyboard had become standard. Friendly warning! We work hard to be precise. But this is an unusual time, so please make sure the seats remain open. The underground cocktail bar and lounge under L'Etranger, where Merso used to be. Inspired by Albert Camus L'etranger's
novel, L'etranger Piano Lounge consists of a decadent basement bar and dining room, attracting trendy customers for late night drinks or a full gourmet experience on cosmopolitan Gloucester Road. Published: Monday May 22 2017 Address: 36 Gloucester Road London SW7 4'T Transport: Metro: Gloucester Road Tube Do you own this business? Thinking about using your lock time to learn the piano?
Read on for ranking the best piano keyboards you can buy. Having the ability to play the instrument can be a huge game-changer for your mental health, cognitive abilities and overall overall No matter how old you are. And with many of us facing more time indoors than usual right now, there's no time like the present to start on the way to learning the keyboard, or pick it up again after a long break. If you're
new to the piano, this is a great first instrument. The piano is a relatively easy instrument to learn, with a pretty shallow learning curve - although of course, like everything to be really great you need to put in your watch after all! There's also a ton of great learning resources out there for people of all ages and abilities. Compared to string instruments, where you have warped hands in all kinds of unnatural
positions feeling (at first glance) to create sound, the piano keyboard does a lot of hard work for you. (Although, if you decide that you fancy that we have a guide to the best acoustic guitar for beginners, and the best electric guitar for beginners to set you on your way.) In this guide, we run down the best piano keyboards you can buy now. If you're in a hurry, you can go straight to buying a guide. If not, we'll
start with some tips on what to look for before you make a purchase. Best piano keyboard: What to look forIf you're just starting out, you probably won't want to fork out the 3k needed to purchase a decent acoustic piano, even if it's your final end-of-game choice. The ideal tool to learn is a weighted digital piano with full-size keys, as opposed to a keyboard with light or smaller keys. Unweighted keyboards
are good for studying notes and theory, often have tons of sounds and functions, and are undoubtedly easier to push down, they don't give the fingers the workout they need to build technique, strength and precision. It is imperative that finger strength and agility are taken seriously (even for young beginners). The more exercise you give your fingers, the fitter they become and the more capable they will be
for every musical task you set them for in the future. Beyond that, it's important to find out what you really need function-wise in order to make learning fun and engaging. The first consideration is the price/budget. Expect to pay 200-400 pounds for a decent unweighted portable keyboard and over 500 pounds for a weighted digital piano. Action wise, keep in mind some as heavier feeling keyboard while
others prefer a lighter sense of keys. Again, this is ideal if you can get to the store (after this real lock is over) which has several leading brands on display so you can make an informed choice. Fortunately, the leading brands in keyboard/digital home pianos (such as Korg, Yamaha, Casio, Roland and Kawai) tend to have beautifully balanced, weighted actions that feel very piano-like, so if u There is to buy
invisible we recommend to go for a long-established brand from a reputable retailer with good warranty and postoperative care, and pay attention to customer feedback. Many of these large manufacturers also have training/support training/support that work in sync with their digital keyboards/piano via Bluetooth or USB. Always try to get a height adjustable chair that can accommodate two people included
with a piano keyboard. One of the big problems among keyboardists is poor posture, often caused by sitting at the wrong distance or height from the instrument. This can lead to all sorts of problems with the back and neck, and ultimately to bad technique. It's worth making sure, too, that the piano keyboard has an adjustable music rack to put notes or iPads on - not all options include this. Best Piano
Keyboard: Sound and Audio Features Make sure not to lose sight of the speaker system on board. Is that loud enough? Does it sound warm and lush or awful and tin? You have to decide these moments for yourself, but you'll know when your ears are smiling, when you check in person or listen to audio clips. In addition, you need to make sure that any keyboard/digital piano fits in its surroundings -
fortunately, most manufacturers offer a variety of finishes, from the glitter of black and white to the wood. In terms of sounds, a wide range of bread and butter sounds is essential (organ, strings, guitars, wooden winds, brass, klav and so on), but most importantly it is a great piano sound. Eq and reverb are also excellent at hand to customize sounds and the ability to layer two sounds is also handy. In
addition, a couple of audio outputs are needed if you want to record or connect to a table/PA mixing system, and having two headphone jacks means you'll be able to play along with another person at any time of the day or night. Other must-haves include a metronome (which can provide audio and/or visual clicking on the screen for practicing timing and scales) - solid rhythmic support will help endlessly
with your timing in the long run. Also, if the digital keyboard/piano has built-in beats and auto-accompaniment, then it can serve the same function, and in a more fun way than just listening to a boring click! Beats and automatic accompaniment will improve your time, you get to listen and improvise (and on the way to jamming with real people) and allow you to work on harmonic language/ideas too. Finally, it
is very convenient to record performances on internal memory as audio, on an external memory stick or on an onboard sequencer. All of these features allow you to record yourself and then listen back and hear where you go wrong or improve - it will only help and speed up the learning process. And as a bonus you can show your amazing performances to your friends and family too! Best Piano Keyboard
Right NowImage 1 of 3Image 2 of 3Image 3 of 3A portable digital piano that looks stylish with great functionality Offering a ton of useful functionality at a fair price, Roland FP-30 is our choice for the best piano keyboard right This high quality machine offers most of the functionality you should be looking at. First, it's Roland's full size 88 key 'Ivory Touch' Touch' which adds grains to the surface of the keys for
more piano-like feel. Combined with 2 x 11 watt speakers, 35 decent bread-and-butter sounds from Roland's esteemed Supernatural Sound Library (located in his more expensive pro synths and keyboards), Bluetooth connectivity to connect to apps, idea recorder, keyboard split and layer, 8 rhythms, audio playback of files from USB stick jam along with, double headphone jacks and microphone input.
Roland digital pianos are a great brand to look for in general, particularly since they often have a beautiful piano-like touch too. (Image credit: Korg) This piano keyboard looks the part that sounds the part and comes with a standNo list of the best piano keyboards to be complete without the Korg product. This brand produces high-quality machines full of great sounds, and the Korg SP-280 is no different. It
certainly looks the part and is a little more dynamic and exciting looking compared to some other home digital piano design. It's also pretty portable too. The keyboard has 88 notes with hammer action and loud 22 watt speakers facing you, giving you a nice immersive sound. There are 30 layer-capable sounds on board too (including piano, electric piano, know strings, organs and more (as you'd expect)
from The Corga's respected sound library and there's a wired input line to play other devices through the speakers. And there's a metronome too! (Image credit: Kawai) At a reasonable price, the great sense of keyboard and solid functionality Kai is known for its excellent sense of hammer action keyboard piano and ES 110 preserves this tradition. 88 graded hammer action fully weighted keys will allow you
to develop piano technique and there are plenty of built-in sounds too, including 8 high-quality piano sounds plus 11 additional sounds that can be separated and layered. You will find concert and studio grandees, electric pianos and bodies and strings, bass and vibes. To practice your chops, there are other key training features on board including a metronome, as well as 100 strokes to spice up and keep
your practical pursuits fun. Not only that, there's a song recorder on board with 15,000 note capacity and Bluetooth MIDI connectivity for wireless connectivity to apps. There's also a built-in lesson feature that lets you practice together to build in songs, along with a pair of quality speakers and two headphone jacks for duets. (Image credit: Casio) One of the thinnest fully weighted digital pianos around Casio
may be the name you associate more with the watch, but this brand also makes great keyboards and piano too. Its weighted actions are usually excellent and beautifully balanced and the Privia series is well loved too. Casio Privia PX-S1000 has a lot for beginners and more Players to work by offering some beautifully high quality sounds on board and an easy-to-use, streamlined interface. It's pretty light at
11.2kg, so you can take it to concerts easily enough. It also has a scaled hammer action keyboard (acoustic pianos feel heavier at the low end and lighter at the top, which is emulated here), 18 sounds on board, split and layer functionality, two front headphone jacks (for duets, etc.), Bluetooth, Metronome, 60 built into exercise practice, chorus to thicken sounds, glitter control and extra stand too. Also
available in white. Luckily, it won't break the bank either! (Image credit: Roland) A cheap, easy solution for learning, gigging and moreNe than all want a heavier touch of weighted keys and Go:Piano range offers a fair compromise in the feel, falling somewhere between the light feeling of unweighted keys and fully weighted piano keys. There's more resistance when playing compared to non-hanging keys,
but also a standard piano key interval that helps with technique. 88 notes also allow you to explore the full range of piano music. If you don't need such a long keyboard there is also a 61-note version too. On board is a metronome, four main sounds (piano, electric piano, organ and strings), 10 internal songs, powerful speakers, Bluetooth (which allows you to transmit audio through on-board speakers for
practice) and Bluetooth MIDI for wireless connectivity to MIDI enabled applications such as the included application for piano Partner 2 training. Also, to enhance the portable nature of GO: Piano, there is a battery charge too. (Image credit: Korg) Scenic piano with a seriously large acoustic system When technically classified as a stage piano, Korg SV2S is a great home piano because of its built-in system
of high quality K-Array speakers that can really drive out some serious volumes! The SV-2-S has very high quality weighted RH-3 actions (in 73 and 88-note versions) and is a truly professional sound bank, both of which are taken from the flagship keyboard product Korg Kronos. You can split and layer and have an app editor, so you can build your own sounds too. The interface is very direct and intuitive
(without menu) and there are many excellent pianos, electric pianos, strings, bodies and classic effects. Great digital piano for being home, but it can also be taken at concerts as a pro-instrument. It also has an extra stand. (Image credit: Yamaha) Super lightweight, cheap piano keyboard, with solid features for beginners Like The Roland Go:Piano, Yamaha NP32 Piaggero works for those who don't like, or
who can struggle with, heavy weight fully weighted keys, but who still want to develop a good technique on keyboard with full key size/standard finger intervals. The 76 keys here are not weighted, but have enough resistance to practice and accurate play. Also, there are enough features on board for beginners too. This keyboard is especially loved by buskers, buskers, its a very light form factor. There are
10 good sounding basic sounds on board, split and layer, metronome to practice synchronization, it's battery power, has a built-in recorder to record and play ideas, and it has a very easy, intuitive job without a dive menu. The built-in player in front of the speakers is also convenient. Excellent piano keyboard training on the way to full weighted keys. (Image credit: Yamaha) Excellent keyboard learning at a
bargain price for those young learners out there and for those who don't want a weighted keyboard, the Yamaha YPT-260 has a lot to offer. It has 61 lightweight synth action keys (so not weighted), but with it, it has a learning feature that includes multiple songs (with downloadable notes) to improve your skills. You can practice your hands separately by jamming the pieces in the songs and the keyboard will
wait until you play the correct notes and timing too, plus you can record the results to hear your progress. In addition, you will find the speakers on board, it is very lightweight and portable, it has a partner mode that divides the keyboard for two players and there are many support styles with beats, bass lines and other parts of the jam along with. (image credit: Casio) Let the keys light the way to a musical
paradise! Here's another piano keyboard aimed at those starting out. Made by Casio, LK136 has a easy-to-play 61-note keyboard with a trick up your sleeve: keys light up and the chords/notes you play are shown on the display to help you learn quickly. This may seem gimmicky but it definitely beats the old-favorite trick of adding stickers to your keys so you can remember the notes! Included on-board
speakers, a music stand, a decent display size, battery power, 120 sounds, 70 rhythms with fills and 50 backing tracks that you can rearrange and remix yourself. There are also 100 practice pieces on board and the lesson feature shows you exactly what notes to play and when. Neat! You will also get free access to casio Music Academy, which has many online resources to teach. (image credit: Korg)
You're never too young to start learning – this is the best keyboard for kidsEvery kid should have a toy piano to mess around with, as it encourages them to start playing from an early age without any pressure. However, not all games or children's pianos are created equal - many have sounds that aren't on the right field and keys that feel awful. Basically, if you're going to have a toy piano in the house for
your kids, then at least one that works like a mini piano and sounds like one too. Hey Presto - tinyPIANO from Korg! It has 25 high-quality sounds on board, this power battery has a built-in speaker and is available in black, white, While the keyboard is short in two octaves and the keys are small, the keys are the same as korg is a huge sale of MicroKorg XL and they feel amazingly decent. Decent.
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